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Abstract
The International Cardiovascular Forum Journal requires authors to abide by the following guidelines:
Manuscript: The corresponding author declares that the manuscript has not been published and is not under consideration elsewhere.
Authorship: The corresponding author takes full responsibility for the list of authors. Any modification to the author list including order
and composition can only be approved by the Editor-in-Chief following signed agreement from all the authors listed on the original
submission.
Ethics: The corresponding author states that the material presented has been obtained with the approval of all appropriate animal
and/or human ethics committee(s).
Permissions: The corresponding author on behalf of all authors confirms whether explicit written consent to publish has been received
from any people described, pictured, or recorded and that formal copyright clearance is obtained to publish any video or audio
recordings.
Registration of Clinical Trials: Prospective registration of any clinical trial in a publically accessible database is a requirement for later
publication of such trials in ICFJ. In exceptional circumstance if the trial is not registered, or is registered retrospectively, the reasons
for this must be given.
Competing Interests: All authors must declare all relevant competing interests (financial, or non-financial, professional, or personal)
and state all funding sources.
Attribution: The corresponding author accepts full responsibility for the accurate citation and acknowledgement of any material
reproduced from other publications including the author’s own prior work.
It is incumbent upon the corresponding author to consult the Editor-in-Chief should there be any variance of the above. The Editorin-Chief retains the right to retract any submission found to be in breach of the above guidelines.
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Introduction

International Cardiovascular Forum Journal and its publisher,
are members of Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) and
adhere both to the COPE Code of Conduct and Best Practice
Guidelines for Journal Editors [1] and the Code of Conduct for
Journal Publishers [2].
In addition, as a journal we follow the ICMJE’s Recommendations
for the Conduct, Reporting, Editing and Publication of Scholarly
Work in Medical Journals [3] and always expect authors,

reviewers and editors to follow our policies on ethical publishing.
We go one step further and require all authors to confirm these
commitments in writing and to note their adherence to specific
requirements in each publication, carrying also an agreement
that if any aspect is later found to be incorrect, the journal has the
automatic right to retract the publication. This approach ensures
the investigation and resolution of problematical publications
concludes much faster and is less onerous for the journal. The
burden of proof is placed on the author to show that his/her
statements remain true, and if any aspect can be proven to be
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false or unsubstantiated, the paper can be withdrawn from the
scientific literature, which is the status we believe appropriate for
any publication that can no longer be verified.
The International Cardiovascular Forum Journal hereby requires
authors to abide by the following guidelines:

Manuscript

The corresponding author declares that the manuscript has not
been published and is not under consideration elsewhere.

Authorship

The corresponding author takes full responsibility for the list
of authors. Any modification to the author list including order
and composition can only be approved by the Editor-in-Chief
following signed agreement from all the authors listed on the
original submission.

Ethics

The corresponding author states that the material presented has
been obtained with the approval of all appropriate animal and/or
human ethics committee(s).

Permissions

The corresponding author on behalf of all authors confirms
whether explicit written consent to publish has been received
from any people described, pictured, or recorded and that formal
copyright clearance is obtained to publish any video or audio
recordings.

Registration of Clinical Trials

Prospective registration of any clinical trial in a publically
accessible database is a requirement for later publication of
such trials in ICFJ. In exceptional circumstance if the trial is not
registered, or is registered retrospectively, the reasons for this
must be given.

Competing Interests

All authors must declare all relevant competing interests
(financial, or non-financial, professional, or personal) and state
all funding sources.

Attribution

The corresponding author accepts full responsibility for the
accurate citation and acknowledgement of any material
reproduced from other publications including the author’s own
prior work.
It is incumbent upon the corresponding author to consult the
Editor-in-Chief should there be any variance of the above. The
Editor-in-Chief retains the right to retract any submission found
to be in breach of the above guidelines.
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